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ri`his invention relates to material handling and more 
particularly to improvements in hoppers or similar vessels 
for receiving iiowable materials and discharging same 
from an outlet at the bottom of a vessel. _Y . Y' 

In modern industry ñowable materials that are non~ 
liquid in nature, such as dust, sand, gravel, etc., are fre 
quently deposited in bins or hoppers that are provided 
with bottom’outlet openings from which the material may 
be discharged. In a common form of hopper the' bottom 
structure comprises downwardly and inwardly converging 
walls and may be either of generally conical or inverted 
pyramidal form. In designing such hoppers for handling 
a particular type of ñowable material _the slope of the 
bottom walls should be correlated with the angle of repose 
of material to be handled. Thus, to` insure that the ma' 
terial will flow from the hopper without sticking or bridg# 
ing when the bottom discharge is open and equal pressure 
conditions obtained inside and outside the‘hopper, the 
angle of the bottom wall to the horizontal should be ap-> 
proximately equal to or slightly greater than the angle of 
repose of the material. y _ 

However, when a hopper or the like is operating under 
conditions tending to cause a flow of air, or other atmos 
phere, into the hopper through the outlet, the, positive 
pressure and/or the aerodynamic drag of the air at the ' 
hopper outlet tends to oppose and retard the flowof ma# 
terial downwardly in the `hopper bottom andthrough 
the outlet. Under Vsuch conditions, with the usual 
straight-sided hopper bottom arrangements, it is necessary 
to make the angle of theq hopper walls to the‘horizontal 
sufficiently greater than the angle of repose of thewmate 
rial so that not only the normal langle of repose'of the 
material will be‘ taken care of, but also the added resist-i 
ance to flow caused by the action of the air against the 
material will be overcome. As the _type ofl hopper bot 
toms with which the presentinvention is concernedfñarey 
outwardly and upwardly, such> positive pressurey and/»or 
are'odynainic drag of the atmosphere will be _greatest at 
the bottom outlet opening where the horizontal ,crosse 
_sectional areaof the- hopper bottom'iis smallest. As the 
horizontal> cross-sectional area .progressively increasesî up 
wardly'of the hopper bottom the retarding effect of the 
atmosphere against the material inrthe hopper progres 
sively diminishes. 'l'hus,_although there may-be relatively-V 
great oppositionto the ilow of material at the outlet open 
ing, the. opposition at the top of the hopperA bottom walls 
will be much less becauser of the increase inv area. vTo 
insure ñow of material A’adjacent theY outlet opening, the 
angle of the hopper bottomvwalls in this point- must» be' 
sufficiently, greater than theangle of Vrepose of themate 
rial. to takecare of themaximum. atmosphericopposition» 
situation. The< height ofthe converging wall hopper bot< 
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tendency for inward atmospheric flow vat the hopper 
outlet, must be of substantially greater vertical height 
than is required for a hopper that operates with the same 
conditions inside the hopper as exist outside of the outlet.> 

'It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to 
_ provide a hopper bottom, for use with’flowable materials 
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when the conditions inside and outside of the hopper out@ 
let are such that a positive tendency for inward air ilow 
exists at the outlet, which will insure ñow of material at 
all times without bridging or sticking, regardless o'f 
whether the hopper is full or has only a layer of material ` 
on, the walls thereof, and which is of substantially less 
height than previous hoppers that would be effective unâ 
der> the same conditions. Other objects of my invention 
include the provision of ra hopper having a bottom struc-á 
ture that is inherently of great strength and rigidity, thus 
largely eliminating the necessity forl external bracing and 
stiifening members; which requires a minimum of mate'-y 
rial, which occupies a'minimum of vertical space, and 
which is particularly adapted for use with moving grate 
type sintering machines such as are comomnly used fo? 
sintering iron ore or the like. f . 

The above and other objects of my invention will 
appear from the following description, reference being 
had to the acompanying drawings in which: ` 

Figure l is- a more or less diagrammatic side elevational> 
view of a portion of an-iron ore sintering machine of the 
continuous moving grate type, having my improved hope 
pers installed to receive the particles of material which` 
fall from the bottom of the grates‘in the air which is 
drawn through the grates to eifect combustiony thereon;r ‘ » 

Figure 2 is a vertical cross-sectional View taken substani ' ‘ 
tially on line 2-_2 of Figure l; _ ' 

stantially on line 3-3 of Figure 1; 
Figure 4 >is _a plan'view vof» atypical hopper bottom 

structure embodying my invention; ' . i f 

Figure 5 is an elevational view of the hopper bottom 
of Figure 4, taken substantially on line 5--5 of Figure 
4; and  e  ' ‘ ' ‘ 

Figure 3 is a horizontal cross-sectional view taken subí _ 

Figure 6 is illustrative vertical cross-sectional view 1 
through one side of va hopper bottom embodying my 
invention, the angle of the bottom wall to the horizontal 
at a series of vertically spaced points being indicated; 
Although my invention is adapted for use, in the hanë, 

' dling of many; different typesïand kinds ofñowable solid 
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materials, I have'illustrated my; improved hopper bottom 
structure as incorporated in the hoppers that/are normally 
used in," a continuous grate type sintering; machine for" y 
the sintering» of 'iron ore or the like. _ 

Referring >to Figure 1_, the sintering machine‘vincludes 
a traveling grate made up` ofa plurality of pallets Psup` y 
ported on wheels y1'anclîadapted- to move along'a- vtrackfZ 
in well-known manner. The pallets -P move' a> con# 
tinuousloop and, when they'come to the end‘oftheîmai 
chine, Vthe sinter. is dumped ,and the palletsreturned in.. 

i inverted Position .as seen a'tJP’.V lThe bo-ttoms'of the >palä 
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tom structure is determined by the size of its upper end ,  _ _ _ _ _ _ 

` provided ffor _drawing-air-_through the collectormain’ß, and the angle atwhich the walls must be disposed to~in 
sure iiow-offmaterialy therefrom." Thus, withï previous ‘ 
,liopperswith-which I am familiar, thej’bottom structure 
when the? hopper is » operating ~ under subfatniosphericicon'-Vv 
diti‘o'ns;` or ï when, »Íor- other; reasons, there" is?. a  

70 

lets P are in the form of` open grids- or grates‘ andfin" 

order to insure proper-combustion ’and sin‘tering, airÍ is'V ycaused to flow downwardly through thefpallets‘P'dnto* 
the windbox B. This windbox is openfon topv'and seals?v 
lare providedv between the pallets P andthe' sides of the” 
w‘indbox to prevent leakage therebetween.` >The returní ' 

` in'g >inverted pallets P’are disposed below the windboxîî 
Banda-collector main _¿3_ _extends lon’gitudinallyl of therk 
sinte'ringmachine below~ the inverted returning pallets» P’. *Y 
Suitable means, such as a fan" or the’like,` not '_'shown,"a`re 

anddowncomer pipes .4gconnect the collector nrain'äto? 

along an’dnin „eiïect form _the bottomfo'f, `the* collector? 
nifairrïi Eaclifof the >hopperseH iseprovidedzwith ‘ava‘lve‘ 



5 at the lower end of a vertical discharge pipe section 6, 
and a conveyor belt 7 extends below the series of valves 
5 and is adapted to receive'and carry away the materlal 
discharged therefrom. A ' ' 

' As seen in Figure 2 (but not shown in Figure 1), a 
second hopper structure H' is disposed below the inverted 
returning pallets P'. The hopper or hoppers H’ are em~ 
ployed adjacent the discharge end of the sintering ma 
chine and are adapted to receive any dust or other mate 
rial which may remain in the pallets P after they have 
been inverted and dumped. The hopper H’ discharges 
through a suitable open pipe 8 which leads to a point 
above the belt 7 whereby material collected by hopper 
H’ will be carried away on the belt. 

. When the sintering machine is in operation, a sub 
atmospheric pressure is maintained within the collector 
main 3 in order to provide the required draft down 
wardly through the pallets P. A sub-atmospheric pres 
sure will, of course, also exist within the hoppers H. 
Dust and the like which accompanies the gas that moves 
through the pallets P, windbox B, the downcomers 4, 
and into the collector main 3, drops out into the hoppers 
H. The valves 5 at the lower ends of the pipes 6 are 
kept closed except when it is desired to discharge dust 
to the conveyor belt 7. Under the conditions of opera 
tion of sintering machines, the valves 5 almost invariably 
leak, even when closed, and thus permit air to be drawn 
inwardly up through the pipe 6 into the hoppers H. Of 
course when the valves are opened, atmospheric pres 
sure is imposed directly against the outside of the hopper 
outlets while sub-atmospheric pressure exists within the 
hoppers. 

Thus there is present at substantially all times in the 
operation of this type of equipment a pressure differential 
between the inside and outside of the hoppers H at the 
discharge outlet such that air will tend to enter the 
hopper through the discharge outlet. The positive pres~ 
sure and/or the aerodynamic drag exerted by such air 
against material in the hopper opposes downward move 
ment thereof over the hopper walls. As previously noted, 
this opposition or resistance to’movement has its greatest 
value at the outlet openings 9 and, due to the progres 
sive enlargement of thehorizontal cross-sectional area of 
the hoppers H, has a minimum value at the top 10 of 
the hoppers. 
As seen in Figure 3, the hoppers H are rectangular in 

form and the bottom structures are made up of four 
generally triangular bottom wall panels 11 which con 
verge inwardly and are welded or otherwise secured to~ 
gether at their edges to form a generally inverted pyram 
idal structure. As clearly seen in Figures 1 and 2, and 
as will be more fully referred to later, the wall panels 
11 are concave as seen from the outside of the hopper 
and are curved, on a vertical plane therethrough that ex 
tends normal to a horizontal line lying on the panel, in 
such a manner that the angle of any one ofthe walls 11 
to the horizontal is greatest adjacent the discharge out 
let 9 and becomes progressively smaller until the top 
of the outwardly flaring hopper bottom structure is 
reached. Where the term “curved” is used herein in 
reference to the hopper wall it is intended to include a 
series of straight lines joined end to end as well as the 
true “curves” shown in the drawings. As various factors 
inñuence the exact form of the hopper bottom walls, it 
may be stated that the angle of the walls to the horizontal 
1n some cases may vary inversely as the horizontal cross 
sectional area ofthe hopper and, in other cases, may 
ìiiepart somewhat from such an exact mathematical rela» 
on. 

’ The hopper H’ which collects the drippings from the 
inverted pallets P' is generally’ of the same arrangement 
as the hoppers H. However it does not have a valve at'` 
its bottom outlet but is provided with an elongated dis 
charge pipe 8. The material which falls> into the hopper( 
structure H' is very hot, and as »it passes through the dis 
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9,979,235 
charge pipe 8, the walls thereof are heated so that a 
chimney elîect is created causing a continuous and sub 
stantial upward ñow of air up through pipe 8 1nto~the 
outlet 12 of the hopper structure H’. Thus there 1s a 
positive air movement at the outlet 12 tending to oppose 
the flow of movement of the material through the hopper 
H’. Due to the progressive increase in cross-sectional 
area of the hopper H’ this opposition progressively di 
minishes from the bottom up until, at ’the top of the 
hopper, it is substantially ineiîective to impede ñow of 
material over the hopper walls. 
My improved bottom construction is equally eiïective 

in its application to the hoppers H’ as to the hoppers at the bottom of the collector main 3 as it insures dis 

charge of material from the hoppers H’ without bridging 
or sticking to the wall and also permits of substantial 
reduction in the height of the hopper structure. 

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a typical hopper bottom 
structure embodying my invention. It will be understood 
that the Vcomplete hopper may, in some cases, include 
walls that extend above the top of the “bottom” struc 
ture to increase the capacity of the hopper, and that 1n 
other installations, such as seen in Figures l and 2, the 
entire hopper may consist only of the so-called “bottom” 
structure. In Figures 4 and 5 the hopper bottom is 
square in cross-section and is made up of four curved, 
converging, generally triangular wall panels 15 which 
may be welded together at the junctions therebetween and 
provided with a reinforcing flange 16 at the top. Due to 
the stiñening effect resulting from the curvature of the 
panels 15, an extremely rigid hopper structure is obtained 
which, in many cases, completely eliminates the necessity 
for external bracing or stilîening members such as are 
normally required with the usual straight sided hopper 
bottoms. Furthermore, although I have illustrated my 
invention as incorporated in hoppers of rectangular hori 
zontal cross-section, it will be understood that my curved 
walls may be employed in multi-sided bottom structures 
other than rectangular and also in hoppers of circular, 
oval, or other horizontal cross-section. 

In Figure 6 I have diagrammatieally illustrated in a 
vertical cross-sectional view one side of a hopper bottom 
incorporating the principles of my invention. This tig 
ure shows the cross~sectional contour of the bottom wall 
of my improved hopper designed to handle material hav 
ing an angle of repose of approximately 35°. The slope 
of the wall at various points in its height is such that 
material of 35° angle of repose will slide over the inner 
face of the wall even though an upward force (indicated 
by the _arrows G) is exerted at the outlet 17 that is just 
below that necessary to hold the material against down» 
ward movement through the outlet. Thus at the outlet 
17, the angle between a line tangent to the inner face of 
the hopper wall 18 and the horizontal is 90°. At point 
¿z`on the wall 18 the cross-sectional area of the hopper 
has increased, with corresponding reduction in the value 
and the retarding effect applied at G, so that movement 
of the material over the wall 18 will be insured although 
the angle between the tangent and the horizontal is de» 
creased to 80°. In like manner, at point b the angle is 
reduced to 60° and the point c to 40°. At the top of 
the hopper wall 18 the angle has been decreased to 35° 
because‘at this point ̀ the cross«sectional area of the hop 
per has increased to such an extent that substantially no 
retarding effect is present due to the How of atmosphere 
in the hopper. If desired the wall 18 can be extended 
outwardly beyond'the point indicated and such extension 
would normally also be at the 35° angle if it is desired 
to secure minimum hopper bottom height for a given 
top opening.V » ' t 

` Tov indicate the saving in hopper height which may be 
obtained by my improved design the dot and dash line 19_ 
hasbeen drawn parallel to the tangent to the curved hop 
per wall 18 at point a. This line 18 represents the slope 
or inclination which would have to be given a straight 
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or dat hopper wall to insure proper ñow of material, 
without bridging, etc., under the opposing pressure con 
ditions which exist at point a. Room on the drawing 
sheet does not permit the line 19 to be extended to a 
point spaced from the center line 20 one-half the width 
of bottom outlet i7, but it Will be readily observed that 
a straight sided hopper which would achieve the results 
that are obtained by my hopper would have to be much 
greater in height for the same top opening size. 
Although I have described the illustrated embodiments 

of my invention in considerable detail, it will be under 
stood that my improved hopper construction may be em 
ployed in many different types of installations. For ex 
ample, centrifugal dust catchers are frequently operated 
with sub-atmospheric pressure within the dust catcher 
structure. This type of equipment commonly has a bot~ 
tom outlet for removal .of the collected dust, and my in 
vention may advantageously be used with such equip 
ment. Accordingly, I do not wish to be limited to the 
exact structural arrangements herein shown and described 
but claim as my invention all embodiments thereof com 
ing Within the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
l. In combination, a hopper having a bottom dis 

charge outlet of reduced area for ilowable material, a 
rigid bottom wall converging downwardly to said out 
let, said bottom wall being curved on a Vertical plane 
therethrough whereby the angle of said wall to the hori 
zontal varies substantially inversely as the horizontal 
cross-sectional area of the hopper, and means for main 
taining lconditions inside and outside of said hopper at 
said outlet such that atmosphere will tend to enter said 
hopper through said outlet. 

2. In combination, a hopper having a bottom discharge 
outlet of reduced area for ñowable material, a rigid bot 
tom wall converging downwardly to said outlet, said bot 
tom wall being curved on a vertical plane therethrough 
whereby the angle of said wall to the horizontal is great 
est adjacent said discharge outlet and becomes progres 
sively smaller at successively higher points on the wall, 
the minimum value of said angle being approximately 
equal to the angle of repose of the material intended to 
be handled in said hopper, and means for maintaining 
conditions inside and outside of said hopper at said out 
let such that atmosphere will tend to enter said hopper 
through said outlet. 

3. In combination, a hopper for ñowable material in~ 
cluding a bottom wall structure having a bottom outlet 
opening of reduced area and a rigid downwardly and in 
wardly converging wall, said wall being concave as seen 
from outside the hopper and the angle of the wall to the 
horizontal at the »top'of said hopper bottom being not 
less than the angle of repose of the material to be de 
posited in said hopper and increasing to a maximum 
value adjacent said- outlet opening, and means for creat 
ing a flow of atmosphere inwardly through said bottom 
outlet opening. 

4. In combination, a hopper for ñowable material in 
cluding a' bottom wall structure having a bottom outlet 
opening and a plurality of inwardly converging wall 
panels, said wall panels being concave as seen from out` 
side the hopper and the angle of each of said panels to 
the horizontal at the top of said bottom structure being 
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6 
not less than the angle of repose of the material to be 
deposited in said hopper and increasing to a maximum 
value adjacent said outlet opening, and means for creat 
ing a flow of atmosphere inwardly through said bottom 
outlet opening. 

5. In combination, a hopper for flowable material in 
cluding a bottom structure having a discharge outlet at 
its lower end and comprising a plurality of generally tri 
angular bottom wall panels disposed in inverted pyram 
idal arrangement, each wall being curved in vertical 
cross-section and concave as seen from outside the hop 
per, the angle between each of said Walls and the hori 
zontal, on a plane extending normally to a horizontal 
line lying on the panelin question, at successive points 
vertically of the wall being greatest adjacent said outlet 
and becoming progressively smaller upwardly toward the 
top of each of said walls, and means tending to cause at 
mosphere to flow inwardly into said hopper through said 
outlet. , 

6. In a hopper for ñowable material, a bottom struc< 
ture yhaving a discharge outlet at its lower end and com~ 
prising a plurality of generally triangular bottom wall 
panels disposed in inverted pyramidal arrangement, each 
wall being curved in vertical cross-section and concave as 
seen from outside the hopper, the angle between each k0f 
said walls and the horizontal, on a plane extending nor 
mally to a horizontal line lying on the panel in` question, 
at successive points vertically of the wall varying in 
versely as the horizontal cross-sectional area of the bot 
tom structure, and means tending to cause atmosphere t0 
flow inwardly into said hopper through said outlet. 

7. In a hopper for ñowable material having a bottom 
discharge outlet of reduced area, the conditions inside 
and outside of said hopper at said discharge outlet being 
such that atmosphere will tend to enter said hopper 
through said discharge outlet and oppose the flow of said 
material through said hopper bottom, a bottom wall con 
verging downwardly to said outlet, said wall being curved 
on a vertical plane therethrough whereby the angle of 
said wall to the horizontal is greatest adjacent said dis- ’ 
charge outlet and becomes progressively smaller at suc 
cessively higher points on the wall, the value of said 
angle at the top of said wall being approximately equal to 
the angle of repose of the material intended to be han 
dled in said hopper and said angle at each other vertical 
point on‘said wall being of a value suñiciently greater 
than said angle of repose to cause said material to move 
downwardly in the hopper against the atmospheric op 
position to such movement at such other vertical point. 
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